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The uncertainty analyses have been considered as a relevant topic since WASH-1400 and analysis was per-
formed for identifying the risk measure, e.g. plant- and core-damage frequency or the frequency of a large
early release of radioactivity in the probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) or probabilistic risk assessment.
There are twomain sources of uncertainty such as aleatory uncertainty and epistemic uncertainty (parame-
ter uncertainty, model uncertainty and completeness uncertainty) for risk analysis in PSA or risk-monitor
system. A sensitivity analysis is related field to uncertainty, which can provide information of the most
effective on those inputs of PSA, which are mostly contributed to the uncertainty.
In this paper, uncertainty analysis (epistemic) has been conducted in the evaluation of dynamic reliability
of safety-related subsystem for risk analysis. GO-FLOW methodology has been employed for the pro-
cedure of uncertainty analysis alternatively to Fault Tree Analysis and Even Tree because it is success-
oriented system-analysis technique and comparatively easy to conduct the reliability analysis of the com-
plex system. The method used sample data from Monte Carlo simulation to quantify uncertainty in
terms of appropriate estimates for analysis results. Pressurized water reactor containment spray system
has been taken as an example of safety-related subsystem. The results of this paper show that the un-
certainty analysis is an important part for the practical evaluation of the system dynamic reliability and
makes the reliability prediction more accurate compared with the result without the uncertainty anal-
ysis. The GO-FLOW methodology can be employed easily for uncertainty analysis with its advance
functions.

Keywords: dynamic reliability; uncertainty analysis; sensitivity analysis; risk-monitor system; reliability
monitor; GO-FLOW methodology; containment spray system; PWR; Monte Carlo simulations

1. Introduction

The uncertainty ranges of system failure probabil-
ities are important information in probabilistic safety
assessments (PSA) for the evaluation of the results of
system-reliability analyses [1]. Uncertainties and the un-
certainty analyses have been considered as a relevant
topic since WASH-1400 (1975) [2]. Uncertainty analy-
sis was performed for identifying the risk measure, e.g.
plant- and core-damage frequency (PDF and CDF) or
the frequency of a large early release of radioactivity
in the PSA [3,4]. The method used sample data from
Monte Carlo (MC) simulation to quantify uncertainty
in terms of appropriate estimates for the mean and
variance plus some informative quantiles. According to

∗Corresponding author. Email: hashimsajid@yahoo.com

treatment of uncertainty analysis for PSA used in Risk-
Informed Regulation, described in NRC report [5], the
factors which bring uncertainty to PSA are “experienced
failure data, analyses modeling and completeness of the
model” [3].

PSA uncertainties have an important role in relia-
bility analysis and risk management for decisions mak-
ing. We speak of risk management in the broad sense of
making decision based on the results of reliability anal-
ysis and risk analysis [6] in the risk-monitor system [7].
Uncertainties for risk analysis in the risk-monitor sys-
tem or PSA are divided into two broad categories (i)
aleatory uncertainty and (ii) epistemic uncertainty [8,9].
The aleatory uncertainty is the inherent variation in the

C© 2013 Atomic Energy Society of Japan. All rights reserved.
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physical system. Epistemic uncertainty is due to lim-
ited data and knowledge of the quantities identified with
the system under consideration. The epistemic uncer-
tainty consists of parameter uncertainty, model uncer-
tainty and completeness uncertainty [10]. The sensitiv-
ity is the related field to uncertainty analysis [11] and
can provide information of the most effective on those
inputs of a PSA which are mostly contributed to the un-
certainty of output frequencies like the CDF, PDF and
system reliability and can indicate for which input uncer-
tainties it would be most effective to improve the state of
knowledge in order to reduce the uncertainty.

In this study, uncertainty analysis (epistemic un-
certainty) with sensitivity analysis is considered in the
evaluation of dynamic reliability of the pressurizedwater
reactor (PWR) containment spray system (CSS) by GO-
FLOW methodology for risk analysis. The purpose of
this study is to conduct the practical and more accurate
evaluation of dynamic reliability of safety system, and
also to obtain the useful information from computer
code runs though the intelligent use of sensitivity-
analysis techniques which are important in order to
develop the reliability monitor for PWR safety system
in the new concept of risk-monitor system. Reliability
results without considering the uncertainty analysis are
presented in the author’s previously presented papers
[12,13] which does not give the sufficient information
due to scarce knowledge of the input parameters for
the GO-FLOW model. Therefore, previous numerical
results of analysis can hardly be accepted as an absolute
value for an overall availability of the safety system.
In respect of input data, sensitivity analysis can give
an insight into credibility of the result obtained and
indicate the weak points which should be corrected. Tra-
ditionally, risk monitors are based on the combination
of Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) [14] and Event Tree (ET)
[15], and these methods have difficulty to evaluate the
reliability of the machine systems which will change the
operation mode with time (phased mission problem).
Also, it is very time consuming to conduct FTA and
ET for reliability analysis of the large complex system.
GO-FLOW is a success-oriented reliability analysis
technique and can be employed alternatively to FTA
and ET. It is comparatively easy to conduct reliability
analysis by GO-FLOW.

The analysis result consists of “cumulative probabil-
ity distribution, probability density distributions, mean,
standard deviation and variance” and some informative
quantiles (e.g. the 5%, 50% and 95% quantiles) are de-
rived and used as uncertainty quantification. It shows
that the uncertainty analysis is an important part of
practical evaluation of the system dynamic reliability
and the fertile reliability prediction compared with the
result without the uncertainty analysis. The results pro-
vide the valuable risk information to the operators for
decision making to ensure the safe operation of nuclear
power plant (NPP). This informationmight be useful for
development of reliability monitor to evaluate the risk in

NPP. GO-FLOWmethodology can be employed for un-
certainty analysis with its advance functions.

2. Overview of uncertainty analysis of evaluating
dynamic reliability by GO-FLOW methodology

NRC Report [5] and ASME/ANS, 2009 [16] recog-
nized the importance of the identification and under-
standing of uncertainties that are part of PRA. Regu-
latory Guide 1.200 [17] states that full understanding of
the uncertainties and their impact is needed and notice
the following, “In understanding the base PRA result,
an important aspect is to known the sources of uncer-
tainty, assumptions and understanding of their poten-
tial impact. Uncertainties can be parameter, model or
assumptions. The assumptions can be related either to
PRA scope and level of detail or to model uncertainties.
The impact of parameter uncertainties is gained through
the actual quantification process. The PRA scope as-
sumption and level of detail is inherent in the struc-
ture of the PRA model and requirement of the appli-
cations will determine whether they are acceptable or
not. The impact of model uncertainties and related as-
sumptions can be evaluated qualitatively or quantita-
tively. The sources of model uncertainty and related as-
sumptions are characterized in terms of how they affect
the base PRA model.”

The GO-FLOW handles the parameter value uncer-
tainty. The distribution of a system-failure probability
is calculated by combining values selected by sampling
from the probability for all the basic events. The anal-
ysis procedure consists of two steps. First, the minimal
cut sets (MCS) are obtained for specific signal lines. The
GO-FLOW is a success-oriented system-analysis tech-
nique. System states expressed in success probability are
converted into the expression for the failure probability,
and the MCSs are obtained. Next, the distributions of
failure probabilities are assigned for the basic events in
theMCSs and the distribution of a system-failure proba-
bility is obtainedwith theMC simulation. One of the fol-
lowing distributions can be assigned to the basic events,
normal distributions, log-normal distribution, homoge-
neous, log-homogeneous, Gamma, binomial, Weibull,
beta and histogram distributions.

As the analysis results, the followings are obtained;
the values of median, mean, error factor, 5% and 90%
ranges of uncertainty, cumulative probability distribu-
tion and probability density distributions. The time vari-
ation of uncertainty distribution is easily obtained [18].
The uncertainty analysis is made by Elevator Safety
Analysis Tool (ELSAT) framework and detail explana-
tions of all analysis steps are described in reference 18.

3. Risk-monitor system

3.1. Definition of risk monitor
The word “risk monitor” traditionally used in nu-

clear application has been a specific application of a
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Living PSA [19] as a real-time analysis tool used to es-
timate the point-in-time “risk of core melts accident”.
Wherein, the real-time analysis is based on the actual
plant configuration defined in terms of power opera-
tion or one of the shutdownmodes, the components that
have been removed from service, the choice of running
and standby trains for normally operating systems and
setting the environmental factors.

The term risk monitor has been defined by In-
ternational Atomic Energy Agency [20] as “a plant
specific real-time analysis tool used to determine the in-
stantaneous risk based on the actual status of the sys-
tems and components”. At any given time, the risk mon-
itor reflects the current plant configuration in terms of
the known status of the various systems and/or com-
ponents. The Risk-Monitor model is based on, and is
consistent with, the Living PSA. It is updated with the
same frequency as the Living PSA. The risk monitor is
used by the plant staff in support of operational deci-
sions. The authors’ proposed concept of the new risk-
monitor system [7], which is basically the same as the
above definition of risk monitor, but the distinction lies
in the definition of “risk”. The range of risk is not lim-
ited in core-damage accident but includes all kinds of
dangerous states brought by severe accident. Accord-
ingly, the configuration of the authors’ risk monitor sys-
tem should be different from the traditional living PSA
tools as to the way of how to organize the risk mon-
itor and how to display the risk on the human inter-
face. The risk-monitor system was discussed from four
aspects: (i) design principle of nuclear safety to realize
defense-in-depth concept, (ii) definition of risk and risk
to be monitored, (iii) severe accident phenomena and
(iv) scheme of risk ranking. The basic features of the au-
thors’ risk-monitor systems which are described in the
reference 7 are (i) definition of risk and risk ranking, (ii)
anatomy of fault event occurrence, (iii) risk monitor by
semiotic modeling, (iv) plant DiD risk monitor and reli-
ability monitor, and (v) visualization as the dynamic risk
monitor.

3.2. Definition of reliability monitor [21]
Reliability Monitor is assumed to provide an

overview on the system’s stability and the related infor-
mation in detail when any initiating event happens in the
plant that may impact the stability of a system’s opera-
tion. The Reliability Monitor will calculate certain kind
of “Stability Index” which shows the System Stability
Measure (i.e. Reliability) over the assumed run time of
the system. An important role of the Reliability Mon-
itor of nuclear power plant is monitoring the operat-
ing performance of individual subsystems comprising
the whole system and evaluates the “Reliability” of the
subsystems. By monitoring the “Reliability” of individ-
ual subsystems, operator can gain insight on potential
performance bottlenecks and establish baseline perfor-
mance values. These baseline values can be used to as-
sess the effectiveness of performance tuning and hard-

ware upgrades.Monitoring reliability helps us to find the
problems before they cause loss of service. The reliabil-
ity monitor in the risk-monitor system gives the qualita-
tive evaluation by the way similar to Failure Mode and
Effect Analysis [22] together with the quantitative relia-
bility evaluation by the GO-FLOWmethod. The condi-
tions setting to reliability monitors are (i) target subsys-
tem, (ii) plant operation conditions and mode, (iii) types
of accident initiators, (iv) common cause factors, (v) fail-
ure mechanism to be considered, (vi) failure data, etc [7]

4. Descriptions of PWR containment spray system

4.1. Function of PWR containment spray system
The configuration of the PWR containment spray

system (CSS) employed is illustrated inFigure 1. CSS has
the function to decrease the containment pressure dur-
ing the loss of coolant accidents (LOCA) to attain the
design pressure of the containment vessel (atmospheric
pressure). The pressure transient during LOCA is ana-
lyzed for the maximum blow down energy of the reac-
tor coolant system at the same time. CSS traps radioac-
tive inorganic iodine to wash down into the containment
sump by spraying the borated cooling water. Sodium hy-
droxide (NaOH) solution of about 30% concentration is
added from spray additive tank (SAT). The CSS is de-
signed to have redundancy according to single failure
criteria. During the LOCA, if there is no offsite power,
then the necessary electric power is supplied by diesel
generators, and it can perform the specified safety func-
tion. In the CSS; there is a test line which is designed to
allow periodical tests and inspections to verify the op-
erability and integrity depending on the importance of
safety [23].

As shown in Figure 1, CSS consist of contain-
ment spray pump (CSP), containment heat exchangers
(CSHEX), refueling water storage tank (RWST), SAT,
containment recirculation sump (CRS), etc. CSHEXs
are cooled by component of cooling water system
(CCWS). RWST is designed to provide the borated wa-
ter which is pressurized with nitrogen. The redundant
spray Pumps andHeat Exchangers of 100% capacity are
installed. The NaOH solution makes water slightly al-
kali to enhance absorption of radioactive iodine and to
prevent corrosion of the vessel during long-term cool-
ing after the accident. It can minimize the transpiration
of radioactive iodine from the recirculation sump wa-
ter. When the containment pressure is increased during
the LOCA then containment high-pressure signal is ac-
tuated and transmitted to CSS, CSHEXs outlet valve is
opened, CSP is started, SAT injection valve is opened
and the borated cooling water in RWST is sprayed into
the containment vessel through the Spray nozzles at-
tached on the spray headers (injection mode; phase 1).

When the water level in RWST becomes low un-
til a certain value, then the water source is switched to
the CRS, and after cooling the recirculation water by
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Figure 1. CSS of PWR plant [23].

Figure 2. CSS in case of two lines running simultaneously.
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Figure 3. GO-FLOW chart in case of two lines running simultaneously.

CSHEXs, the water will be sprayed into the containment
vessel (recirculation mode; phase 2) [23].

In the case of LOCA, time span of first phase is
0–1800 seconds and that for second phase is 1800–3600
seconds for GO-FLOW analysis. The value of time is
taken on assumption base and it may be vary for dif-
ferent PWR plants. For Conventional four loop PWR,
the time point 1800 second for shifting from phase 1
to 2 is taken by an engineering judgment that water’s
storage should be large enough to cover the needed time
for continuous injection of water by both emergency
core cooling system and containment spray for the large-
break LOCA in the cold leg.

4.2. GO-FLOW modeling for the case of two
parallel lines

In the real configuration of CSS, two parallel
injection lines are assumed to run simultaneously as
shown in Figure 1 and these two lines are expressed in a
GO-FLOWmodel in Figure 2. In the GO-FLOWmodel

of CSS, test line is neglected because the test line can
be used for periodical test and inspection to verify the
operability and integrity of NPP during normal oper-
ation of Plant. CSHEXs secondary side is cooled by
CCWS, but it is also neglected. The redundancy system
of two lines enhances the reliability and can wash the
radioactive material in containment more quickly as
compared to single line and also reduced the contain-
ment pressure to atmospheric pressure. In the two lines
containment spray model for GO-FLOW analysis, the
following safety components have been considered
such as, two CSP pumps and two heat exchangers
and eight motor-operated valves, each valve cor-
responding to each line. The abbreviations used
in the GO-FLOW model of the CSS are as fol-
lows, RWST stands for refueling water storage
tank, SAT; CSHEX containment sprays heat ex-
changer, CRS and M1–M8 are motor-operated valves.
RWST, SAT, CSHEX and CRS are passive compo-
nents, which have no need of any power source for
actuation.
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CSP is active one, which needs a source for actua-
tion, and it should be operated in both phases. How-
ever, the motor-operated valves from M1 to M8 are ac-
tive ones, which have open and close state. In the control
system of CSS, P is containment pressure activation sys-
tem, S is containment spray activation signal and L is
a low-level water signal of RWST. During the LOCA,
M1–M4 are opened and CSP A and B are operated on
the receipt of high-containment pressure signal (injec-
tion phase) and M5–M8 are opened and CSP A and
B are operated on the receipt of low-level water signal
of RWST (re-circulation phase). In the control system,
solid and doted arrows represent the open and close state
of components, respectively, in respective phase.

4.3. GO-FLOW calculation for containment
spray system

The GO-FLOW chart of two parallel lines is
shown in Figure 3 and reliability data assigned in the
GO-FLOW analysis is given in Table 1.

In GO-FLOW chart, the final signals are 26, 34 and
53 are output signals, and these output signals give the
output that is failure probability of the required system
mission.

In Table 1,

Pg = Probability for successful operation
Pp = Probability for premature operation
Po = Probability for valve successfully open
Pc = Probability for valve successfully close
λo = Failure rate for open state
λc = Failure rate for close state

In the GO-FLOW chart, there are two phases (injec-
tion phase and recirculation phase).

For phase 1, RWST, SAT, CSPA andB, andM1–M4
are needed and for phase two, RCS, CSHEX A and B,
CSP A and B and four motor operated valves from M5
to M8 are needed. The operation of these components

used in the case of two parallel lines redundancy system
is also given in Table 1.

The analysis results are shown in the Figure 4, where
failure probability curve versus real time is drawn. The
failure probability of CSS is very small in phase 1 and
it step wisely increases at the beginning of phase 2 be-
cause of the failure of some safety components. This dy-
namical reliability of CSS is not final evaluation; there-
fore, further study has been conducted by consider-
ing the uncertainty analysis with sensitivity analysis to
get the most reliable and realistic result. In Section 5,
authors have discussed the uncertainty analysis with sen-
sitivity analysis by GO-FLOW to evaluate the dynami-
cal reliability.

5. Uncertainty analysis of PWR containment spray
system by GO-FLOW

5.1. Sensitivity calculation to prioritize several
important parameters to the
dynamic reliability

The sensitivity analysis is a technique used to deter-
mine the appropriate values assign to the numerical item
in the model and how these values of an independent
variable will impact a particular dependent variable in a
given set of assumptions. It is applied in reliability eval-
uation study how sensitive the reliability is with respect
to changes in input parameters or model assumption of
the system model. If the portion change in the model
output (result) is large compared to the change in in-
put, we say that the system is sensitive to the input el-
ement that was changed. A sensitivity studies identify
the important epistemic uncertainties, and quantifica-
tion of the latter. In a risk-informed environment, the
proper role of sensitivity studies is “to identify what
is important to the results, not to replace uncertainty
analyses” [17].

In this study, sensitivity analysis has been made by
GO-FLOW methodology for the calculation to prior-
itize the several important parameters to the dynamic

Table 1. Failure rate used in the present analysis [23,24].

Components Kind Success probability Phase 1 Phase 2
or failure rate

RWST Passive Pg = 0.999999, λo = 1 × 10−5/second On Off
SAT Passive Pg = 0.99,λo = 1 × 10−5/second On Off
CRS Passive Pg = 0.999999, λo = 1 × 10−5/second Off On
CSHEX Passive λo = 1 × 10−8/second Off On
CSP Active Pg = 0.99, λo = 1 × 10−5/second On On
M1,M2, Active (open and Po = 0.96/demand, Open Closed
M3, M4 and close action) Pc = 1.0/demand

Pp = 0.96, λo = 1 × 10−8/
second, λc = 1 × 10−8/second

M5,M6, Active (open and Po = 0.96/demand, Pc = 0.96/demand, Closed Open
M7, M8 close action) Pp = 0.0, λo = 1 × 10−8

/second, λc = 1 × 10−8/second
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Figure 4. Failure probability of CSS (point-estimated values).

reliability of the CSS. In GO-FLOW analysis, 10 time
points are defined and signal 53 represents the success
probability of system mission as shown in Figure 4. For
sensitivity analysis, the results have been considered at
time point 5 and 10 as the representative cases for phases
1 and 2, respectively.

The most significance terms at time point 5 (phase 1)
and 10 (phase 2) are given in the following first and sec-
ond lists respectively in which they are expressed in fail-
ure probabilities.

The first list means, for example, the term is the
products of signals of 86 and 90, and failure probabil-
ity 0.00049346 contributes to the total system mission
failure probability at time point 5.

According to the first list, the largest contributions
to system failure probability are produced by 86, 90,
108, 91, 104 and 87 signals. These signals are internally

For phase 1 (time point 5):
First list.

86 90 0.00049346
86 108 91 0.00002857
104 90 87 0.00004430
104 90 88 0.00001107

For phase 2 (time point 10):
Second list.

81 0.04113118
99 82 0.00160184
99 92 0.00160346
109 92 0.00160507
109 82 0.00160346

generated numbers and can be identified by output list
of GO-FLOW analysis program. It is also possible to

Table 2. Main contribution for phase 1.

Important contribution Upstream Largest failures (operator number Main contribution
(operator number) (operator number) and failure probability) (operator number)

37 36 37 = 0.018 37
22 21 21 = 0.01, 22 = 0.018 21, 22
59 38, 22, 21 38 = 0.04, 22 = 0.018 22, 38
60 23, 22,21 23 = 0.04, 22 = 0.018 22, 23
65 27, 37, 36 27 = 0.04, 37 = 0.018 27, 37
58 44, 37, 36 44 = 0.04, 37 = 0.018 44, 37

Table 3. Main contribution for phase 2.

Important contribution Upstream Largest failures (operator Main contribution
(operator number) (operator number) number and failure probability) (operator number)

43 42 43 = 0.036 43
33 32, 63, 41, 30, 29 30 = 0.036, 41 = 0.04 30, 41
50 49, 64, 52,47, 46, 47 = 0.036, 52 = 0.04 47, 52
61 35,43,42 35 = 0.04, 43 = 0.036 35, 43
62 51,43, 42 51 = 0.04, 43 = 0.036 51, 43
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Figure 5. Most sensitive parameter in phase 1.

identify that signal 108 is successively produced fromop-
erators 103, 39 and 59 from the GO-FLOW chart struc-
ture and output list. The following correspondences are
found out.

86 <—– 37
90 <—– 22
108<—– 59
91 <—– 60
104 <—–65
87 <—–58

Thus, the important contribution to the failure
for phase 1 is produced by operators 22, 37, 58, 59,

60 and 65. Then, it also necessary to pick up main
contributors among the upstream operators connected
each important contributor. The results for phase 1 are
given in Table 2.

But the operators 23, 27, 38 and 44 are all type 39
operators and have the successful close probability Pc
= 1.0/demand at time point 6 (100% success for close
demand), therefore, they can be omitted in sensitivity
analysis. Similar results can be obtained for phase 2 as
shown in Table 3.

The all main contributions (operators) have been
considered for sensitivity analysis because they all have
a great impact on the results of failure probability.

Hence, input with high sensitivity should be further
investigated with uncertainty analysis. Parameters with

Figure 6. Most sensitive parameter in phase 2.
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Figure 7. Most sensitive parameter in phase 2.

low sensitivity, on the other hand, should not be dedi-
cated resources for further analysis since their impacts
on the results are not of a significant order.

From above description of sensitivity analysis, the
important operators in phases 1 and 2which have a great
impact on the results are 21, 22, 30, 35, 37, 41, 47, 51
and 52. For checking their impact on failure-probability
results, analysis has been made by GO-FLOW method-
ology by changing the failure values 10 times larger
and 1/10 smaller than the original one. The impact of
parameter value change for operators 21, 22 and 37
on system-failure probability in phase 1 is shown in
Figure 5. Operator 21 is two states operator with suc-
cessful probability Pg = 0.99 which represent the SAT.

So if we increase successful probability Pg, 10 times large
then results of system-failure probability will decrease
andwill increase by decreasing the successful probability
1/10 times smaller than original one. Therefore, its upper
and lower lines are different from the other operators.
But have large impact on the system-failure-probability
results.

Similarly, the impact of parameter value change for
operators 30, 35, 41, 43, 47, 51 and 52 on system-failure
probability in phase 2 is shown in Figures 6 and 7.

From the results of sensitivity analysis as shown in
Figures 5–7, there are two lines for each parameter, the
upper line drawn by the failure value 10 times larger than
original one and lower line drawn by the failure value

Figure 8. Block diagram of uncertainty analysis procedure by GO-FLOWmethodology.
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Figure 9. (a) Uncertainty analysis results for CSS (homogeneous and range). (b) Uncertainty analysis results for CSS (log-normal
distribution, median and error factor).

1/10 times smaller than original one. From Figure 5, we
can figure out which of the parameters affect the system-
failure probability more than the other one. So the more
accurate estimates can be obtained for the most impor-

tant one. In the case of phase 1, the parameter 21, is most
sensitive. Similarly, from Figures 6 and 7 the parameter
43 is most sensitive in phase 2 than the others. Thus, the
sensitivity analyses can, therefore, be used as a tool for
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Figure 10. Uncertainty analysis results.

identification of important parameters, which are more
effective on the calculation of a reliability assessment. A
sensitivity analysis can also be performed for measuring
the effects of completeness uncertainty by including or
excluding possible relevant elements like failure modes
and then evaluate if they are significant for the results or
not.

5.2. Uncertainty analysis for the selected
important parameters for
dynamical reliability

A task of uncertainty analysis is to determine
the uncertainty features of the system outputs as a
function of uncertainties in the system model itself,
and the stochastic variables involved [25]. The un-
certainty analysis investigates the uncertainty of vari-

ables that are used in decision-making problems. It
makes a technical contribution to decision-making
through the quantification of uncertainties in the rel-
evant variables [26]. The procedure for the treating
the uncertainty analysis by GO-FLOW methodology
are given by following steps [1] and block diagram
is shown in Figure 8. MC method is applied to the
uncertainty analysis. MC method is a useful tool for
evaluating the effect of different design on system
performance [26]:

(1) Construct the GO-FLOW chart according to
the structure and function of the target safety
system.

(2) Assign failure rates or probabilities to the all
components according to their function and fail-
ure mechanism.

Table 4. Results of uncertainty analysis of PWR CSS.

Time Median by point estimated 95th percentile Mean 5th percentile Standard deviation

0 0 0 0 0 0
0.1 2.8498E-05 0.0000294 0.000028 0.0000277 5.22E0-7
600 0.000158 0.00197 0.000526 2.03E-05 0.00128
1200 0.000365 0.00564 0.00148 4.54E-05 0.00408
1800 0.000648 0.0107 0.00282 8.46E-05 0.00784
1800.1 0.026659 0.172 0.054 0.00601 0.073
2400 0.033484 0.215 0.069 0.00836 0.0887
3000 0.04031 0.255 0.0835 0.0109 0.101
3600 0.047139 0.292 0.0974 0.0136 1.15E-01
4200 0.05397 0.327 0.111 0.0164 1.26E-01
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Figure 11. Result of uncertainty analysis (probability density distribution).

(3) Obtain the system unavailability which takes
into account only Median by Point estimation.

(4) Select the important parameters by sensitivity
analysis from the GO-FLOW chart structure
and unavailability analysis result.

(5) Assume the appropriate distribution functions
to select the important parameters by select-
ing one of these distributions such as, the
normal, log-normal, homogeneous, log homoge-
neous, gamma, binomial, Weibull, beta and his-
togram distributions.

(6) Made the uncertainty analysis by ELSAT.
(7) Arrange the analysis results.

ELSAT is an integrated and convenient analysis
framework in which figures of analysis results are au-
tomatically obtained if the analysis conditions are given
in advance as input data [18]. In the uncertainty analy-
sis of the PWR CSS, the twelve operators 21, 29, 46, 35,
41, 51, 52, 22, 37, 30, 43, and 47 are selected from the
GO-FLOWchart because these operators have relatively
large failure rate or failure probability. They are main
contribution operators identified in Section 5.1 and ad-
ditional two operators 29 and 46.

Input data consist of types of failure distribution and
values of distribution parameters for uncertainty analy-
sis. The uncertainty analyses with data for PWR CSS
are given in Figure 9(a) and (b), where homogeneous

distribution and ranges of uncertainty are presented in
Figure 9(a) and log-normal distribution, median and er-
ror factors in Figure 9(b). The homogeneous distribu-
tion was assigned both for the failure of SAT, CSPs; A
and B and four motor operated valvesM5–M8 failure in
open and close action. Log normal distribution was se-
lected for others components 22, 37, 30, 43 and 47. The
range of uncertainty of operators 21, 29 and 46 (0.93–
0.997) is different from range of uncertainty of opera-
tor 35, 41, 51 and 52 (0.93–0.99) because these opera-
tors have different probability for successful operation
Pg such as the value of Pg = 0.99 for 21, 29 and 46
whereas for operators 35, 41, 51 and 52 is 0.96 [1,24,25].

Simulation generates random numbers from prob-
ability distributions. It is, therefore, important to run
the model a sufficient number of times for achieving
convergence and thus stable results. The method used
sample data from MC simulation to quantify uncer-
tainty in terms of appropriate estimates for the mean
and standard deviation plus some informative quantiles
(5%, 50%and 95%). The 3000 numbers of iterations have
been set in the analysis.

5.3. Discussion on the uncertainty analysis result
The uncertainty analysis results consist of “cumula-

tive probability distribution, probability density distri-
butions, mean, standard deviation and variance” and
some informative quantiles (e.g. the 5%, 50% and 95%
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quantiles) are derived and they are used as uncertainty
quantification.

The uncertainty results for PWR containment spray
given Table 4 are described by “Median by point esti-
mated (results of the standard cases), mean, standard
deviation, 95th percentile and 5th percentile range of the
uncertainties (informative quantiles)” and these results
are presented in Figure 10.

The most complete and ideal description of uncer-
tainty is the probability density distribution of the quan-
tity subject to uncertainty, which is shown in Figure 11.
By comparing the results of uncertainty analysis with
point estimate results by GO-FLOW, it shows that the
uncertainty analysis is an important part of practical
evaluation of the system dynamic reliability where the
results of system reliability are presented in the form
of mean and informative quantiles (5%, 50% and 95%).
This analysis makes the reliability prediction more prac-
tical compared with the result without the uncertainty
analysis. The results provide the valuable risk informa-
tion to the operators for decision making to ensure the
safe operation of nuclear power plant. This information
might be useful for the reliability monitor to evaluate the
risk in NPP. GO-FLOWmethodology can be employed
for uncertainty analysis with its advance functions.

A measure of individual uncertainty is illustrated by
the difference between the median and 5the percentile
or 95th percentile estimates. Lack of data cause statis-
tical uncertainties in the estimated parameters and reli-
ability model often use assumptions to overcome data
shortcomings. Differences in plant specific conditions
like operational environment, maintenance procedures,
collection methods and rapidly changing technology
may result in a data material which will not be rele-
vant for the specific system under evaluation. There-
fore, competence is thus needed in order to reduce data
uncertainty by ensuring good collection methods and
selection of relevant data for the assessment. Model un-
certainty reflects the inability of a model or design tech-
nique to represent precisely the system’s true physical be-
havior. Therefore, the level of detail or suitability of a
model also restricted by the time, approximation formu-
las and software solutions available.

The uncertainty related to analysis conditions may
be due to omission of factor, like failure modes, fail-
ure mechanisms or lack of knowledge, like the exclusion
of unknown failure modes. Unknown uncertainties are
hard to reduce because they are not visible for the ana-
lyst. Further, improvement in the analysis results can be
achieved through research, data collection and careful
manufacturing.

6. Concluding remarks

In this paper, uncertainty analysis with sensitivity
analysis has been conducted in evaluating the reliabil-
ity of safety-related subsystem by GO-FLOW alterna-
tively to FTA and ET because GO-FLOW is success-

oriented analysis technique and comparatively easy to
conduct reliability analysis. Reliability monitor of the
PWR CSS has been taken as an example of the safety-
related sub-system for analysis in the risk monitor
system.

Sensitivity analyses can provide useful information
on those input uncertainties of a PSAwhichmostly con-
tribute to the uncertainty of output reliability. Thus, they
can indicate for which input uncertainties it would be
most effective to improve the state of knowledge in or-
der to reduce the uncertainty of the reliability. The sensi-
tivity analysis presented in this paper has been made by
GO-FLOWmethod and method used sample data from
MC simulation to quantify uncertainty in terms of ap-
propriate estimates for analysis results. The present pa-
per shows the uncertainty analysis conducted for PWR
safety system and the results of uncertainty analysis
show that uncertainty analysis is an important part for
the practical and more accurate evaluation of the sys-
tem dynamic reliability where the results of system reli-
ability (points estimation) are presented in the form of
mean, and informative quantiles (5%, 50% and 95%).
This analysis makes the reliability prediction more prac-
tical compared with the result without the uncertainty
analysis and are valuable to develop the reliability mon-
itor for CSS in the new concept of risk-monitor sys-
tem. This can be able to measure the value of risk in
NPP at accident. These results provide the risk informa-
tion to the operators for decision making to ensure the
safe operation of nuclear power plant. The improvement
in reliability results can be achieved through research,
collection and classification of failure data and careful
manufacturing for further study.
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